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Performance Discussion
The Portfolio outperformed its benchmark during the period. Stock selection in the
industrial and technology sectors contributed to relative performance. Stock selection in
the material sector and an underweight to the financial sector detracted from
relative results.
United Continental was our largest contributor. Improved pricing metrics helped lift
airline stocks, as did news that a well-known value investor was taking a substantial
ownership stake in major airline companies. In our view, consolidation is a large tailwind
for the industry. With a smaller number of companies controlling a greater portion of
flights, major airlines have the ability to reduce capacity and improve pricing.
Wendy’s was another large contributor. We continue to like some of the changes the
company is making to its strategy. Wendy’s is re-imaging many of its stores which should
help drive meaningful traffic growth. A new value menu launched in late 2015 is also
appealing to lower income consumers. Finally, Wendy’s is selling many of its stores to
franchise groups, which is improving free cash flow and returns on capital for
the company.
News Corp. was our largest detractor. Weakness in its print media business weighed on
the stock. A stronger dollar has also been a headwind to some of its assets in the UK
and Australia. However, we continue to like the stock and don’t think News Corp. has
been given enough credit for the potential of its large digital real estate
platform, realtor.com.
Mattel was another detractor. Speculation that holiday sales for the toy industry would
be weak affected the stock. We still have a high level of conviction in our long-term
outlook, however. In our view, the management team has turned around the culture at
the company, reigniting its creative engine and sparking innovation among its key
toy brands.
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Executive Summary
• The Portfolio outperformed the
benchmark during the quarter.
• United Continental was a large
contributor to performance.
• News Corp. was a large
detractor.
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Representative Account Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 12/31/16
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

United Continental Holdings Inc

9.96

4.35

News Corp

2.82

-0.77

Knowles Corp

6.32

1.35

Ball Corp

5.03

-0.51

Zebra Technologies Corp

4.84

1.13

Mattel Inc

4.78

-0.40

Wendy's Co

2.60

1.01

Crown Holdings Inc

3.41

-0.35

Goldman Sachs Group Inc

5.24

0.73

Energizer Holdings Inc

0.00

-0.27

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/separately-managed-accounts.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Discussion is based on performance gross of fees and expenses.
Information relating to portfolio holdings is based on the representative account in the composite and may vary for other accounts in the strategy due to asset size,
client guidelines and other factors. The representative account is believed to most closely reflect the current portfolio management style.
As of 12/31/16 the top ten portfolio holdings of the Representative Account are: United Continental Holdings Inc (9.58%), Knowles Corp (6.07%), Bank of
America Corp (5.20%), Goldman Sachs Group Inc (5.03%), Ball Corp (4.84%), St Joe Co (4.76%), Zebra Technologies Corp (4.66%), Mattel Inc (4.59%),
Anadarko Petroleum Corp (3.74%) and Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen Inc (3.52%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities
or other securities mentioned in this commentary.
Portfolio holdings are as of the date indicated, and are subject to change. This material should not be construed as recommendation to buy or sell any security.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal and fluctuation of value.
Opportunistic Alpha managed accounts, benchmarked to the S&P 500 Index, seek to invest in under-valued companies with improving return on invested capital
and an asymmetrical risk/reward profile. The portfolios may have exposure to foreign securities through ADRs. A typical portfolio invests in 35 to 55 equity
securities. Prior to June 1, 2007 returns for the composite are for the Institutional Opportunistic Alpha Composite, which consisted of separately managed
institutional accounts as well as sub-advised pooled funds. The composite was created in June 2007.
S&P 500® Index measures broad U.S. equity performance.
The opinions are as of 12/31/16 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Janus Capital Management LLC serves as investment adviser.
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